INCIDENT MANAGER
Protect your organisation with lifesaving insights from
CAMMS Incident Manager

A Simple Process for Better
Incident Management
Capture, Track, Investigate, Report:
Four steps to comprehensive incident
management.

Lifesaving Insights
Losses, damages, injuries and
near-misses; be prepared to face them all
and protect your staff and organisation.

See the Bigger Picture
With clear visibility over all organisational
incidents you can identify trends and
highlight recurring incidents.

Greater Transparency and
Accountability
Understand your incidents inside out,
monitor corrective actions and know where
you stand.

React Smarter
Learn from past experiences and
ensure your entire organisation is
ready to respond to recurring incidents
in the most appropriate way.

Create a Stronger Approach to
Organisational Risk Management
Ensure incident management is included as
a part of your enterprise risk management
and understand its links to risk,
hazards and audits.

CAMMS drives organisations from strategy to reality with its world leading suite of Enterprise Performance Management and
Business Intelligence solutions. Using a unique blend of strong conceptual understanding and significant technical expertise,
CAMMS empowers companies by helping you visualise the “bigger picture” with fully integrated systems.
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Access anytime, anywhere on the CAMMS Cloud

CAMMS Incident Manager’s functionality gives you a powerful advantage
Easily Identify, Record and Manage
Maintain comprehensive records of all
organisational incidents and enjoy fast,
easy access to information through a
central incident log.

Accountability at the ‘Click’ of
a Button
Assign responsibility for incidents and get
managerial approval for logged incidents
and corrective actions effortlessly.

Prioritise
Determine the impact of each incident and
prioritise your attention so you never miss
the ones that matter the most.

Manage Investigations and
Corrective Actions
Carry out multiple investigations, manage
information, determine corrective actions
and monitor easily and quickly.

Keep Up to Date
With automatic e-mail notifications and
flexible reports you will always be on
top of your incidents.

Integration
Incident Manager integrates fully with
CAMMS’ risk solution, as well as the entire
CAMMS suite and external front-end and
back-end systems.

Capture, track, investigate and report on all elements of an incident be it a workplace
injury, illness, damage to property, bad debt, fraud and breaches in privacy.
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